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Processor Design: System-On-Chip Computing for ASICs and FPGAsSpringer, 2007
rocessor Design addresses the design of different types of embedded, firmware-programmable computation engines. Because the design and customization of embedded processors has become a mainstream task in the development of complex SoCs (Systems-on-Chip), ASIC and SoC designers must master the integration and development of processor...
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Memory Systems: Cache, DRAM, DiskMorgan Kaufmann, 2007
The first book to comprehensively cover the intricacies of optimizing the behavior of modern memory systems using a holistic design approach.     

       Is your memory hierarchy stopping your microprocessor from performing at the high level it should be? Memory Systems: Cache, DRAM, Disk shows you how to resolve this problem. ...
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Inventing the PC: The MCM/70 StoryMcGill-Queen, 2011

	In May 1973, Micro Computer Machines, a Toronto-based electronics company, gave a public demonstration of a small computer called the MCM/70. Powered by a microprocessor and operated with APL, a sophisticated programming language, the MCM/70 was positioned to be a practical, affordable, and easy-to-use personal computer - the very first of...
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Junk Box Arduino: Ten Projects in Upcycled ElectronicsApress, 2016

	We all hate to throw electronics away. Use your 5 volt Arduino and have fun with them instead! Raid your electronics junk box to build the Cestino (Arduino compatible) board and nine other electronics projects, from a logic probe to a microprocessor explorer, and learn some advanced, old-school techniques along the way. Don’t have a...
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Design of High-Performance Microprocessor CircuitsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000

	This book covers the design of next generation microprocessors in deep submicron CMOS technologies. The chapters in Design of High Performance Microprocessor Circuits were written by some of the world's leading technologists, designers, and researchers. All levels of system abstraction are covered, but the emphasis rests squarely...
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Grid Computing : Practical Guide To Technology & Applications (Programming Series)Charles River, 2003
Grid computing takes collective advantage of the vast improvements in  microprocessor speeds, optical communications, raw storage capacity, the World  Wide Web, and the Internet that have occurred over the last five years. A set of  standards and protocols are being developed that completely dis-aggregate  current computer platforms and...
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Inside the Machine: An Illustrated Introduction to Microprocessors and Computer ArchitectureNo Starch Press, 2006

	
		Inside the Machine is an introduction to computers that
		is intended to fill the gap that exists between classic
		but more challenging introductions to computer
		architecture, like John L. Hennessy’s and David A.

	
		Patterson’s popular textbooks, and the growing mass
		of works that are simply too basic...
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IP LocationMcGraw-Hill, 2006
In today's vast world of global commerce with users that are more nomadic than ever, the need for reliable, secure, and efficient access technologies is rapidly increasing. IP Location provides you with a guided tour of location determination, tackling this new technology head on and addressing all aspects of location management,...
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Customizable  Embedded Processors: Design Technologies and Applications (Systems on Silicon)Morgan Kaufmann, 2006
Standard Processors have been the fuel for the computer revolution over the last 50 years. A new technology called Custom Embedded Processors is fast becoming the key enabling technology of the next 50 years. In this book the reader will learn the basic theory, and practical examples of how this powerful new approach has been put to use. It's a...
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Real-Time Embedded Systems: Optimization, Synthesis, and NetworkingCRC Press, 2011


	Embedded systems are electronic systems that include a microprocessor to

	perform certain specific tasks. The microprocessor is embedded or hidden inside

	these products. Embedded systems are ubiquitous. Every week millions

	of tiny chips come out of factories like Freescale, Microchip, Philips, Texas

	Instruments, and Mitsubishi,...
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Digital Electronics: A Practical Approach with VHDL (9th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	This ninth edition of Digital Electronics: A Practical Approach with VHDL provides

	the fundamentals of digital circuitry to students in engineering and technology curricula.

	The digital circuits are introduced using fixed-function 7400 ICs and evolve into

	FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Arrays) programmed with VHDL (VHSIC Hardware...
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EDA for IC System Design, Verification, and Testing (Electronic Design Automation for Integrated Circuits Hdbk)CRC Press, 2006

	Presenting a comprehensive overview of the design automation algorithms, tools, and methodologies used to design integrated circuits, the Electronic Design Automation for Integrated Circuits Handbook is available in two volumes. The first volume, EDA for IC System Design, Verification, and Testing, thoroughly...
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